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Basalt fibers play an indispensable role in aerospace as well as fireproof suits in
specialty fields. However, basalt fibers usually have properties such as high
temperature and corrosion resistance, severely lack comfort, and are prone to
brittle fracture or splitting when subjected to bending or impact forces because of
their high modulus. Although considerable efforts have been made to solve the
above problems by wrapping soft staple fibers with basalt, but the problem of
difficult stress balance exists in the composite process. Herein, we demonstrate
that a stress balance spinning method to control the composite conformation
between high stiffness basalt fibers and soft cotton fibers, possess significant
modulus differences, for high spinnability and comfort composite yarns
production on ring spinning. Geometric analysis demonstrated that the stress
during retwisting adjusts the internal structure of the basalt fiber and changes the
arrangement of exposed cotton fiber bundles, causing the fiber motion track to
change from concentric helix to deformed non-concentric helix. The mechanical
aspects show that over-twisted composite yarns lead to fiber exposure as well as
detachment due to irregular fiber twisting, while low-twisted composite yarns can
overcome residual torque and modulus differences. Afterwards, a systematic
comparison of composite yarns with different parameters reveals that low-
twisted composite yarns have a better helicoid structure, strength and
uniformity than raw and over-twisted composite yarns.
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1 Introduction

Basalt fiber filaments, especially those with high modulus, high strength, and high
temperature resistance are characterized by high stiffness; the properties usually used in
aerospace; nevertheless, basalt fibers have a prickly sensation owing to their high rigidity and
are prone to splitting under twisting (Chen et al., 2017; Pastsuk et al., 2020). Organic staple
fibers, such as cotton, tencel, and viscose, normally have a low modulus as well as high
spinnability and comfort (Karthik et al., 2017; Goergen et al., 2020). Generally, spinning
composite technology has been used to compensate for the disadvantages of staple fibers and
basalt fiber together. Unfortunately, problems of large modulus differences between staple
fibers and basalt fiber exist, with high-modulus basalt fiber filaments breaking easily under
high twist conditions (Kim et al., 2009; Li et al., 2018), while low-modulus staple fibers not
cohesive yarns well in untwisted conditions (Qian et al., 2021; Dalfi et al., 2022).
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Research has shown that the twist factor plays a dominant
role in the residual torque of the yarn (Xu and Tao, 2008; Hua
et al., 2010; Sarıoğlu et al., 2018). Low twist factor could eliminate
yarn with low residual torque (Guo et al., 2011). However, the
resulting low-twisted yarns have a loose structure and severe
relative slippage between filament and staple fibers, which leads
to uneven yarn stem and low breaking strength, making it
difficult for the composite yarn quality to meet the process
requirements (Anike et al., 2019). Fortunately, with the
combination of staple fibers with higher modulus differences
and basalt fibers, the residual torque of the yarn will be better
released; then yarn formation performance will be better if
localized twist control has been used.

Further studies found that both finishing and spinning
techniques could reduce residual torque (Tao et al., 1997; Liu
et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2020). Massive researches have found that
the finishing technique of yarn steaming was an effective way to
reduce the residual torque of the yarn. By reason of under the humid
and hot conditions, not only yarn has better elongation, increased
strength and soft handfeel, but also the phenomenon of residual
torque become well improved (Boubaker et al., 2017). However, the
steaming process makes it difficult to get the yarn steamed evenly,
resulting in the non-functioning of the backend process. With the
high conditions required and the huge energy consumption, the
steaming process become hardly used in cotton yarn production. In
addition, steaming as a finishing technique has difficulty in
eliminating the torque caused by high modulus basalt fibers, so
addressing the torque problem through spinning technology
becomes necessary.

Nu-torque spinning technology, state-of-the-art spinning
technology, has been widely used throughout the country. On
the one hand, it was not solely reducing yarn hairiness and residual
torque, but improved yarn strength and achieved low twist and
high strength (Guo and Tao, 2018; Chu et al., 2021). On the other
hand, fiber splitting phenomenon was clearly observed in the
spinning triangle during the spinning process. As a result, each
fiber forms a spatial helix, which the outer fibers having large
centripetal curvature and the middle ones having a small
curvature. Thus, outer fibers hold the inner fibers tightly, which
helps to change the position of the fibers within the yarn and
enhance the fiber cohesion between them. However, torsional
spinning has not reduced torque enough to eliminate residual
torque in high rigidity basalt fibers. A deeper investigation into the
methods which enable the elimination of residual torque at the
spinning stage will be required.

In order to solve the problem of severe twist shrinkage in ring
spinning composite yarns of basalt fibers and staple fibers with
high modulus differences, this study introduces a new method to
improve the structure of yarn formation by stress balance to reduce
the residual torque of the yarn and obtain low-torque composite
yarns. The present work is different from previous studies, which
focuses on achieving twist balance between a high modulus
filament and a bundle of low modulus staple fibers. In
particular, the mechanism of fiber movement during yarn
formation was analyzed to predict the effect of stress balance
on yarn structure and properties. Eventually, the structure and
properties of all the composite yarns are comparatively
investigated in detail.

2 Theoretical analysis

2.1 Geometrical principle of the structural
variation by stress balance

In the conventional ring spinning process, the traveler spin in
the yarn under the action of directional horizontal rotation, which
transfers to the twisting triangle overhead. The staple fiber slivers
and filaments with parallel arrangement (Figure 1A) output by the
front nip line make a twisting rotary motion in a concentric helix
track under the action of twist, forming a concentric helix structure
(the axis of the yarn is aligned with the axis of the fiber helix) yarn
(Figure 1B).

The spatial structure of a yarn consists of single fiber trajectories
on its surface, where the fiber tracks are influenced by variations in
the morphology of the twisting triangle. According to the degree of
regularity of the twisting triangle morphology, the fiber arrangement
in the yarn could be classified as concentric cylindrical or concentric
conical (Xia and Xu, 2013). In addition, the change of the twisting
triangle morphology depends on the change of the twist factor, so
the internal structure of the yarn would be adjusted by changing the
twist factor parameter (Xu et al., 2021). Figure 2A shows the
appearance model of original composite yarn. As the twist factor
increases, the helix angle generated by the fiber movement becomes
larger (Figures 2B–E).

In the experimental group of applying forward twist to the
filament and against-twisting to the composite yarn with staple
fibers, the filament was located in the axial part of the yarn, and the
staple fibers were wrapped around the filament in an S-directional
concentric cylindrical distribution; meanwhile, the filament would
hold one end of the staple fibers in the process of releasing the
residual torque, which had a good fixation effect on the yarn
structure (Figures 2B, C). In addition, in the experimental group
of applying positive twist to staple fibers and filaments at the same
time and applying against-twisting to the composite yarn, the staple
fibers and filaments always maintain the same helical motion in the
same direction, with the difference that the staple fibers are not only
affected by the helical distribution motion caused by the rotation of
the traveler, but by the twisting torque of the filaments, resulting in
the inconsistent degree of twisting of the staple fibers and filaments,
and their spatial arrangement structure changes, showing an
irregular deformed non-concentric helix alternating structure
(Figure 1C). Unfortunately, the extent of twisting will largely
change the appearance of the yarn due to the plasticity of the
high stiffness inorganic fibers under strong twisting conditions,
resulting in a wavy yarn with loose outer staple fibers and
exposed inner filaments (Figures 2D, E).

2.2 Mechanical properties prediction of
different structures by stress balance

The stress distribution of the twisting triangle plays an
important role in affecting the fiber twisting torque (Li et al.,
2011). By setting different twist factors the track of the staple
fibers and filaments in the yarn could be changed to provide
different torsional stresses to the yarn and thus adjust the
residual torque of the yarn to a certain extent.
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By changing the direction from the spiral motion of the fibers,
which generates a force opposite to the original fiber driving
direction, the torsional stress between the staple fibers and the

filaments will be balanced and the residual torque of the yarn
may be released. In addition, since the binding force of the
gradually loosened external staple fibers on the internal filaments

FIGURE 1
Geometrical illustration of fiber motion trace: (A) staple fiber and filament strands; (B) composite yarn twisted by the same direction and (C)
composite yarn twisted by alternate direction.

FIGURE 2
Appearance model comparison of yarns spun by different twists: (A) original composite yarn; (B, C) against-twisted composite yarn produced by
pre-twisting of filament with reverse low and high Z-twists and (D, E) against-twisted composite yarn produced by pre-twisting of staple fiber and
filament composite with reverse low and high Z-twists.
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gradually decreases during the yarn untwisting process, the relative
slip of the staple fibers and the filaments under the effect of the de-
twisting torque affects the fiber cohesion. Moreover, with the
increase of against-twisting, the fiber arrangement tends to be
parallel, so that the yarn breaking strength mostly bears by the
high modulus inorganic filament, which reduces the tensile
properties of the yarn to a certain extent; meanwhile, the residual
torque of the yarn obtains greater release, and the twist shrinkage of
the composite yarn effectively improves.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Materials

The composite yarn analyzed in this study is a combination of
basalt filaments and cotton fibers (Figures 3A, B). In order to
explain and clarify the aforementioned theory, as shown in
Figure 3C, firstly, the experiments were conducted on Dssp-01A
ring-spinning frame (produced by Tianjin Jiacheng
Electromechanical Equipment Co., Ltd). 11 tex basalt filament
(produced by Huierjie New Material Technology Co., Ltd) and
750 tex cotton fiber (provided by Dongguan Texwinca Textile Co.,
Ltd) are selected, which was applied to manufacture original ring-
spun yarn. The quantitative process parameters were introduced in
detail, theoretical spindle speed was 5,500 r/min, the base yarn draft
ratio was 25.8, exit speed was 12.68 m/min, forming angle was
9.0 degrees, bar spacer was 3.0 mm, ring type was PG1/2 3854, and
traveler type was 6903 4/0.

3.2 Experimental details

In this experiment, the staple fiber sliver is drawn and merged
with the filament at the front nip line. Notably, both the filament and
the composite yarn do not need to pass through the drawing
machine, but are output directly from the front nip line after
passing through the tension disc and the guide wheel (Figure 4).
In addition, five kinds of yarns (Af, Ag, Ah, Aj, Ak) were set up in this
experiment (Table 1), where the variable process parameters
included twisting sequence, twist direction and twist degree.

All the samples have occasion to be stored under specific
conditions (temperature t = 20°C, relative humidity RH = 65%,
standard atmospheric pressure) for at least 24 h. Images of the yarn
structure were observed by RH-2000 automatic electron optical
microscope. The resistance modulus difference was visually
responded by the twist-back condition. 1 m of each sample was
randomly intercepted and placed in the middle section of the yarn
using a 15 g weight, the yarn was grasped both ends and merged
from outside to inside, observe the twist-back condition of the
twisted composite yarns in the case of free sagging and repeated
for five sets.

The hairiness test was performed at 30 m/min for each sample
using the H400 hairiness meter and the average results were
obtained from 3 tests. Use YG068C single yarn tensile tester to
test yarn tenacity at 500 mm specification length and 500 mm/min
speed, calculate 10 consecutive measurements as the average values.
Yarn irregularity and defects were evaluated using E500 capacitive
evenness tester at CN GB/T 3292.1-2008 with a test speed of 400 m/
min for each sample and a test length of 400 m in 10 tests. The

FIGURE 3
Raw materials utilized for the experiments and actual spinning process: (A) basalt filament; (B) cotton fiber and (C) an optic image of ring spinning
frame to produce composite yarns.
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modulus was tested at 20 mm/min using an instron 5,943 material
testing machine and the average value was calculated from 5 sets
of data.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Modulus

Figure 5 indicates the modulus value of cotton fiber, basalt
filament and the composite yarn of both, and it is evident that there
exists a large difference in modulus between basalt and cotton fibers.

4.2 Comparison of surface structures of
yarns with different parameters

The microstructure indicates the hairiness and cohesion of the
yarn. The Figure 6 clearly reveals that hairiness of Ah yarn is better

than the other groups and has the tightest fiber cohesion.
Noteworthy, the angle between the helix of Ah yarn and the yarn
axis is only less than the original yarn. In addition, Figure 6F
presents the cross-section morphology of low-torque composite
yarn, which clearly reveal the fiber distribution.

On the surface of the yarn after back-twisted, almost most of the
basalt was exposed as well as the fiber cohesion of the yarn was
severely reduced. Pleasantly, the back-twisted effect kept excellent.
That was mainly due to the fact that the yarn structure became loose
during the against-twisting and the residual torque was gradually
released. As can be seen from Figure 6 that yarn geometries all
showed different morphologies, probably owing to the deformed
non-concentric helix.

In contrast to the original yarn (Af 40°), the angles between the
helix tracks and the yarn axis are shown in Figure 6 (Ag 22°, Ah 26°,
Aj 17°, Ak 21°). Reasons for the irregularity of the angles are mainly
attributed to the decrease of the interaction force between cotton
fibers and basalt due to the relaxation of the yarn during the de-
twisting.

FIGURE 4
Pictorial illustration of production process on yarns for experiment: (A) Af; (B) Ag and Ah and (C) Aj and Ak.

TABLE 1 Experiment design of composite yarns.

Plan (denoted as) Experimental scheme

A (Af) Af composite yarn has a twist direction of Z and a twist factor of 200 when the filament is twisted with the staple fiber

B (Ag) Ag composite yarns are twisted in S direction with a twist factor of 200 when the filament is twisted alone, and in Z direction with a twist
factor of 180 when the composite is against-twisted

C (Ah) Ah compound yarn has S twist direction and 200 twist factor when filament is twisted alone, and Z twist direction and 220 twist factor when
compound is against-twisted

D (Aj) Aj composite yarn has S twist direction and 200 twist factor when twisting filament and staple fibers, and Z twist direction and 180 twist
factor when twisting the composite in the reverse direction

E (Ak) Ak composite yarn has a twist direction of S and a twist factor of 200 when the filament is twisted with staple fibers, and a twist direction of Z
and a twist factor of 220 when the composite is twisted twice in the reverse direction
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4.3 Comparison of snarlings of yarns with
different parameters

The snarlings of the yarn is one of the important parameters to
assess whether the composite yarn overcomes the modulus
difference (Belov et al., 2002). The twisting of the yarn can be
clearly seen in Figure 7.

Obviously, the original yarn was mostly in a low-twisted or even
untwist situation compared to the yarn that had undergone second
twist. Notably, Ag and Aj also differ compared to Ah and Ak. The
low-twisted composite yarns showed almost no torque
phenomenon, while a small amount of torque was present in the
over-twisted composite yarns. This could be caused by the weakened
friction between the fibers and the against-twist remodeling of the
fiber arrangement, which leads to the twist redistribution and the
resulting yarn torque regulation.

On the contrary, the low-twisted composite yarns also have a
lower twist in its internal structure, which balances the internal
forces of the yarn very well. The results illustrate that the yarn after
second twist can overcome the problem of high and low modulus
difference effectively, as can be visualized in Figure 7.

4.4 Comparison of hairiness of yarns with
different parameters

Table 2 shows that Ah yarn has the least amount of hairiness
compared to other yarns due to the filament plays a positive role in
clamping the staple fibers during the over-twisted process. Some
residual torque still exists in the basalt filament, and the staple fiber
ends are tightly wrapped inside the yarn body under the filament
torsional stress, making the staple fiber ends embedded in the yarn
backbone, thus greatly reducing the number of hairiness.

Analyzing the hairiness of the two groups of yarns (Af, Ag, Ah vs.
Af, Aj, Ak), the number of hairiness can be clearly seen to
demonstrate a trend of first increasing and then decreasing. It

FIGURE 5
Modulus value of cotton fiber, basalt filament and composite
yarn.

FIGURE 6
Appearance comparison of yarns spun by different twists: (A) Af; (B) Ag; (C) Ah; (D) Aj; (E) Ak and (F) an optical micrograph of cross-section
morphology of low-torque composite yarn.
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indicates that the yarn structure becomes loose during the reverse
low-twisted process, and the staple fibers gradually got rid of ties
with the filaments, then detached from the yarn backbone to form
more and longer hairiness. Remarkable, during the process of
applying reverse high twist, the fibers are arranged from S twist,
which tends to be distributed in parallel, to Z twist due to the
excessive Z-twisting effect, and the frequency of internal and
external transfer of staple fibers is accelerated, which improves
the quality of yarn hairiness.

4.5 Comparison of evenness of yarns under
different parameters

The evenness of the stem reveals the degree of irregularity in
thickness or weight of the yarn in shorter sections along the axial
direction (Elmogahzy, 2019). Table 3 shows that the Af yarn has the
worst stem evenness compared to the other yarns, which may be
caused by the fact that the filaments do not have a good binding
effect on the staple in the roving whiskers during the single twist

FIGURE 7
Snarlings of yarns with different parameters: (A) Af; (B) Ag; (C) Ah; (D) Aj and (E) Ak.

TABLE 2 Hair number comparison of different composite yarns.

Yarn type Yarn hair number per 10 m [CV/%]

1 mm 2 mm 3 mm 4 mm 5 mm ≥ 3 mm

Af 939.7 [4.75] 279.6 [7.04] 95.6 [5.33] 43.6 [12.25] 39.4 [9.42] 178.6 [10.24]

Ag 1,186.1 [1.53] 347.8 [0.89] 120.1 [6.82] 52.4 [17.98] 47.8 [12.40] 220.3 [8.37]

Ah 672.4 [7.46] 196.6 [4.82] 60.2 [15.52] 23.2 [19.59] 21.8 [31.60] 105.2 [17.32]

Aj 1,080.6 [4.16] 309.9 [4.82] 96.3 [8.77] 40.3 [20.06] 35.8 [15.09] 172.4 [13.05]

Ak 953.3 [3.39] 240.9 [5.08] 82.8 [7.77] 30.4 [12.01] 26.4 [7.70] 139.6 [9.84]
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process, causing the staple to accumulate in the twist triangle and
form thick knots and neps.

Unfortunately, the over-twisted composite yarns have worse
CVm values than the low-twisted composite yarns (Ah 8.3 > Ag 8.23;
Ak 9.44 > Aj 8.84), since the fiber sliver oscillate slightly from side to
side during the drafting process. Therefore, the increase of the twist
factor is accompanied by an improvement of the drafting force of the
front roller on the fiber sliver, which leads to a more irregular
drafting effect on the sliver, thus making the yarn uneven.
Unevenness of the yarn is increased.

At the same time, against-twisting of basalt filament yarn with
cotton fiber double strand and basalt monofilament respectively, the
former has worse CVm values compared to the latter (Aj 8.84 > Ag

8.23; Ak 9.44 > Ah 8.3), because cotton fiber of the former has gone
through one more drafting and twisting process than cotton fiber of
the latter, and as mentioned above, over-drafting adds some
additional unevenness. Besides, the irregular second twist causes
the loss of short fibers, increases the possibility of producing details
and deteriorates the uniformity of the yarn stem.

In addition, the evenness of the stripes of the five composite
yarns can be clearly seen in Figure 6. Af yarn has obvious thick and
thin unevenness; Ag and Ah have a uniform appearance; Aj and Ak

show an unstable wavy structure, and there are differences in the
helix angle of both.

4.6 Comparison of tensile properties of
yarns under different parameters

Table 4 shows the tensile properties of the original yarn and the
composite yarn with different twist levels. As can be seen from the
table, the strength of the original yarn to be almost not as strong as
the yarn with second twist, which might be due to the fact that the
basalt yarn is too rigid but breaks easily with only one twist.

Surprisingly, in groups 2-5, the strength of the not over-twisted
composite yarn was greater than the over-twisted one (Ag 669 cN >
Ah 556 cN; Aj 667 cN > Ak 511 cN).

TABLE 3 Irregularity parameters of different composite yarns.

Yarn type CVm/% Thin places (−50%)/km Thick places (+50%)/km Neps (140%)/km Neps (200%)/km

Af 10.84 20 60 100 70

Ag 8.23 10 20 0 0

Ah 8.3 10 30 0 0

Aj 8.84 10 40 20 0

Ak 9.44 20 70 50 30

TABLE 4 Tensile properties of different composite yarns.

Yarn type Breaking force/cN [CV/%] Elongation ratio/% [CV/%] Breaking work/cN.cm [CV/%]

Af 526 [4.88] 3.52 [5.95] 915 [6.87]

Ag 669 [13.55] 4.58 [8.86] 1,287 [9.40]

Ah 556 [16.33] 3.06 [4.12] 1,036 [6.28]

Aj 667 [4.66] 6.65 [6.23] 1,146 [7.03]

Ak 521 [6.20] 4.03 [5.54] 983 [8.85]

FIGURE 8
Friction performances comparison between pure basalt filament
and low-torque composite yarn: (A) apparent structure of basalt
filament and low-torque composite yarn before friction ang (B)
apparent structure of basalt filament and low-torque composite
yarn after friction.
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Another critical factor was the greater relative slip between
cotton fibers and basalt during the process of retwisting and the
loosening of the composite yarn, even if the cotton fibers were more
exposed in the process of reverse-twisting, leading to a decrease in
fiber utilization. The lower elongation of the over-twisted yarns was
mainly due to the adjustment of the overall fiber arrangement
reducing the space for relative fiber slippage.

The breaking strength of Ak yarn is the lowest at 521 cN. During
the process of against-twisting, the friction of the yarn gradually
decreases leading to a decrease in the fiber cohesion, which is one of
the main reasons for reducing the breaking strength of the yarn. Aj

has the highest breaking strength at 677 cN. From the above, it is
clear that basalt fibers have high modulus, high rigidity and are
susceptible to breakage at higher twist levels, but releasing their
residual torque to low twist or relatively no twist, basalt fibers have
high tenacity and strength.

In addition, comparing the friction resistance of Ag yarn with
the highest average breaking strength and the lowest residual
torque with that of pure basalt filament (Figure 8), it was found
that the composite yarn contains cotton staple fibers has better
friction resistance owing to the fact that the tightly distributed
staple fibers have a large cohesive enough on each other to take up
part of the frictional force, making the basalt fibers less likely to
be fully exposed and thus not subject to a greater degree of
abrasion.

5 Conclusion

In this study, a composite spinning method to overcome the
problem in ring spinning of difficult yarn formation of high and low
modulus difference fibers was introduced, revealing that the layout
of fibers could be rearranged by twice twisting to obtain a deformed
non-concentric helix structure. At the same time, the residual torque
inside the composite yarn to achieve the composite of high and low
modulus difference fibers can be eliminated by means of stress
balancing. In addition, experiments were created to compare the
difference in characterization properties between single twisted
composite yarn and second twisted composite yarns at different
parameters.

According to the results of the study, the internal structure
within the yarn using stress balance method can be adjusted,
thus releasing the residual torque of the composite yarn.
However, relative slippage between the staple fibers and the
filaments occurs, leaving the filaments exposed. The
characterization properties of the yarn are influenced by the
amount of twist applied in the reverse direction. A low twist in
the reverse direction distributes the stresses between the fibers
more rationally, hence bringing the stresses within the yarn into
equilibrium. In addition, against-twisting of single filament
yarns is more beneficial in releasing the residual torque of

high modulus filaments due to the absence of the binding
effect of staple fibers.
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